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This issue marks three years in Apanage for me, more or less. Oh, I’ve 
never been the greatest or most prolific contributor or anything, but the 
people here were so great and the atmosphere was so pleasant, that I don’t 
think too badly of myself for being a minacer. How refreshing to be in an 
apa where pagecount wars are distant fantasies to be cast asside with the 
first dew of the morning, for tomorrow Is a new mornin1 and 'what a lovellly 
morning!

Apanage was where you could enjoy Frank Denton warmth, Rose Hogue cheer, 
Don Keller fantasies and listen to Joyce take on the world in a cynical 
yet charming writing style that just vibrated with the feeling of life (tho 
in a cynically charming manner) and where Fed Brooks could men:ion that
’Tim Marion8 was joining apas like they were going out of 
was wondering how Dave Hui an could have over 20 issues of 
Apanage hadn't reached its 10th mailing yet. Or getting 
in a month and a half because one of the rotating OEs got 
and ran out of money. Apanage whs where the mildest, long 
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running dibate
over what to call the apa could go on a d on and where no one got m^J at 
another because of it and all remained oac friends true. Ab, remembering 
that first classic vote in mailing #7 w ere the titles Apanage and Apa-XY 
tied with 6 votes ap'ece (and where all twelve members voted).

Apanage is stability where Rich Small, .on teller and George We'ls might 
miss a deadline and drop, but as soon as they can, are back in membership. 
One of the pleasant things about the DSCGN il was finding ou that both 
planned to rejoin.

But enough of the memor i es. .. i 11 1 always have those and that11; somethmng 
1 plan on keeping for a long logg time. Regarding the current Apanage, 1 
was suprised to see so many new members, two of whom, Dave Rorrn and Dave 
Ortman, I managed to meet at the Con. As well as Tim Marion end the ever 
present George Wells. Speaking of George, I’d like to say tint there is 
absolutely no truth to the rumor that his library pays him to attend cons 
and report upon fannish doings. Right, George? Oh, and any time you get 
ready to quit...well, just let me know.

§ also remember running into Don Keller orc times thah 1 can seem to remem
ber at DISCON. Don was about the first person i met at tie Con (purchased 
a copy of She from him) and was the last I saw when ! left the Dealers room 
(where.I had stopped to bid farewell to a few friends) ?and the Con, for the 
last time. Good Luck in California, Don. Jon even remenAered that I bought 
an issue of Phantasm!com from someone other than him out at the LACON of 1972 
(that’s some memory).

This issue of Yellow Submarine will be iv -irst since #1 in which 1 will 
have no mailing comments.. .save one: Ct ■. itulations, Dave. ’ have too 
much to do to really get into mailing cc .vents, but I hope the reverse of 
this page makes up for this. Everytime , go to a con, I get whatever people 
i can do to a round robin comic strip and at D’SCON I got one going at the 
Apanage party. A rare treat exists on tbe reverse of this page, as you must 
know by new, haveing already read the strip, but there Is an even rarer 
treat that others might not have noticed. This strip features the first 

published artwork of Don Keller’s...a proud moment for all. z—x

T'..e to run, but we’ll see all of you in a little while. Best VO/''
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